USF WORLD LANGUAGES RESEARCH COLLOQUIUM

Co-Sponsored by the USF chapter of Phi Sigma Iota, International Honor Society

WHEN: Friday, April 19, 2013
WHERE: USF Library (Grace Allen Room, Library Media Center 125D & 125E and LIB 201, 209, 309) and WLE Conference rooms

FEATURED SPEAKER: Dr. Wei Zhu (title forthcoming)

SUBMISSIONS: Proposals will be accepted from graduate and advanced undergraduate students in World Language courses (past or present) and visiting scholars

Title and description due by March 20 (firm date)

Types of Presentations: Sessions of Research Papers, Round Table Discussions of Research, Poster Presentations (presentations may be in the Target Language or in English)

You may submit your title and description NOW to the appropriate organizer below!

Visiting Scholar Section: Stephan Schindler
Hispanic/Latino Section: Carlos Cano and Madeline Camara
French Section: Christine Probes, Anne Latowsky, Kersuze Simeon-Jones, Viviane Bekrou
Linguistics Section: Amy Thompson and Wei Zhu
Classics Section: Ippokratis Kantzios, Eleni Manolaraki, Orie Byars
Italian Section: Patrizia La Trecchia and Renée Anne Poulin
Chinese Section: Eric Shepherd
German Section: Margit Grieb, Stefan Huber and Stephan Schindler
Mixed Section--Japanese, Modern Greek, Russian, Portuguese, Hebrew: Olga Oleynik

(See http://languages.usf.edu/people/ for email addresses)

Lunch offered to presenters!